Abstract. We investigate regular languages on infinite alphabets where words may contain binders on names. To this end, classical regular expressions and automata are extended with binders. We prove the equivalence between finite automata on binders and regular expressions with binders and investigate closure properties and complementation of regular languages with binders.
Introduction
Automata over infinite alphabets have been receiving an increasing amount of attention, see e.g. [16, 22, 4, 26] . In these approaches, the countably infinite alphabet N can be considered as a set of 'names', which can be tested only for equality.
Typically, in this context languages of interest such as
from [16] are invariant under name-permutations: If e.g. n mn is in the language, then so is n mn = (n n )·n mn, where (n n )·n mn stands for the application of the transposition (n n ) to the word n mn. This suggests to think of names as being bound and languages to be closed under α-equivalence.
On the other hand, we may fix a name n 0 and consider the language L n 0 = {n 0 n 1 ...n k ∈ N * ∃ j > i > 0 . n i = n j } so that we can think of n 0 as a free name and of n 1 ,...,n k as bound names. This suggests to study not only words over names, but also words which contain binders and allow us to make explicit the distinction between bound and free names. For example, we might then model L n 0 by a regular expression
where n.e binds n in e and, in the reading above, n.n * is interpreted as N * .
In this paper, we consider languages with explicit binders on names in words and study regular expressions such as (1) together with the associated notion of finite automata. We prove a Kleene style theorem relating finite automata and regular expressions (cf. § 4) and show that regular languages are closed under intersection, union, and resource-sensitive complement (defined in § 5).
Structure of the Paper. In § 2 we describe a transactional scenario used throughout the paper. In § 3 we define regular languages with binders, nominal regular expressions, and automata on binders. § 4 and 5 contain the main technical contributions of the paper.
Representing Transactions
Our running example is centred around the notion of nested transactions which are paramount in information systems [27] because they feature data consistency in the presence of concurrent or distributed accesses. A transaction is a logically atomic computation made of several steps. A transaction either commits when all its steps are successful or rolls partial computations back when failures occur before completion. Nested transactions are transactions that may possibly contain inner transactions so that the failure of an inner transaction is confined and does not affect outer transactions. For instance, let A, B, and C be basic activities subject to failure in the nested transaction beginTX A ; beginTX B endTX ; C endTX (2) where C is executed even if B fails and the outer transaction is successful if A and C do not fail; on the contrary, a failure of C would require that also B is rolled-back. Inner transactions can abort outer ones. This is typically implemented by using transaction identities that allow inner transactions to invoke abort operations on outer transactions. Using identities transaction (2), becomes
and B can execute an abort operation (say abt 2 ) that makes transaction (3) fail.
We will consider i-bound nested transactions, namely transactions that can be nested only up to a fixed level i. To characterise correct executions of bound nested transactions, one could think of using regular expressions. For instance, take the alphabet
where symbols s i represent basic activities and the others denote success ( ), failure (×), and -for each possible nesting level -begin ([ j ), end (] j ), and the intention to commit (cmt j ) or abort (abt j ). Consider the following regular expressions (4), (5), and (6) on T where, for simplicity, we examine 2-bound transactions:
The language corresponding to e 2 characterises the correct executions of computations with transactions nested up to level two. Therefore, the automaton recognising the complement of the language of e 2 can be used as monitor of such transactions. Although the expressions (4), (5), and (6) correctly capture the structure of correct executions of our transactions (balanced parenthesis up to level 2), a main drawback is that they do not suitably represent identities of transactions. For example,
where k is unbound and all the identifiers beginTX i are pairwise distinct (and similarly for endTX i ), represents the sequential execution of k (non-nested) transactions. Translated in our alphabet T , computation (7) becomes the word
, where the identities of the transactions vanish. Note that the alternative
requires an infinite alphabet because k is unbound. We define nominal regular languages below and give a nominal regular expression that captures computations like (7) (cf. Example 1). We provide a class of automata with binders able to accept such language (cf. Example 2).
Languages, Automata and Regular Expressions, with Binders
In this section, we introduce languages, automata and regular expressions to present examples as above in a uniform and formal way. Languages. The main idea is to handle local names by explicitly denoting the binding scopes to express locality. A binding scope takes the form n.··· and represents the fact that the name n is bound between the scope delimiters and . For instance, the word n.n m n has the occurrences of n bound while m is not affected by the binder (it occurs free in the word). Consequently, we consider words up to α-renaming for bound names, e.g. n.n m n is identified with n .n m n for any n = m. Now, let N be a countably infinite set (of 'names') and S a finite set (of 'letters').
We define words w according to
where n ranges over N and s over S. We do not consider equalities on words other than α-renaming and, as in the classical case, the monoidal laws of composition. Namely, every word is taken up to α-renaming and the concatenation operation • is associative and has the empty word ε as the neutral element. We often write w v for w•v. We call a set of words (closed under α-renaming) a nominal language, or simply a language.
The occurrence in a word w of n ∈ N is bound (resp. free) if it is (resp. not) in the scope of a binder n. .
Regular Expressions.
We define regular expressions with binders, or nominal regular expressions via the grammar
An occurrence of a name n in a nominal regular expression ne, is bound if it is in the scope of a binder n. , otherwise it is free; accordingly, we say that n is a bound (resp. free) name of ne if there are bound (resp. free) occurrences of n in ne and we let FN(ne) be the set of free names in ne (since ne is a finite expression, FN(ne) is finite). Example 1. We describe the nominal regular expression addressing the problem from § 2 (7) . Let S tx = { , ×, cmt, abt} ∪ {s 1 ,... ,s h } and n 1 , n 2 ∈ N be distinct. Define
where e 0 is defined in (4) . The above equations are rather similar to (5) , and (6); however, in (8) and (9), the binders delimit the scope of n 1 and n 2 and correspond to the beginning and ending of transactions.
In Example 1, identities of transactions are modelled as bound names. Computations of the form (7) are captured by ne 1 that simply requires to re-bind n 1 to beginTX i+1 after it has been bound to beginTX i . This is made more precise by considering the interpretation of nominal regular expressions below. The nominal language L(ne) of a nominal regular expression ne, is defined as
Automata. To describe a mechanism to handle local names and binders, we let N denote the set of natural numbers and define i = {1,...,i} for each i ∈ N. We consider sets (of states) Q paired with a map : Q → N and define the local registers of q ∈ Q to be q . Definition 2 below explains how registers store names via maps σ : q → N . 
is the set of possible inputs on q -we have a set tr(q, α) ⊆ Q of 'successor states'; for all q ∈ tr(q, α) the following must hold:
H is deterministic if, for each q ∈ Q,
The condition q = 0 for each q ∈ F ∪ {q 0 } in Definition 1 can be removed at the cost of making the presentation technically more complex.
As in the classical case, we say that a (S , N fin )-automaton is accessible when all its states are reachable from the initial state. We tacitly assume that all (S , N fin )-automata in the current paper are accessible. The notion of determinism in Definition 1 is slightly different from the classical one because it must consider the constraints between the registers of source and target states of transitions. We shall come back to this in § 5. 
which has a unique initial and final state (the circled one on the 0th layer).
In the figure of Example 2, dashed transitions denote -and -transitions. The -transition goes from a state on the 0th layer to a state on the 1st layer, whereas the two -transitions go in the opposite direction. Also note that within each layer the picture shows essentially a classical automaton. This is typical for (S , N fin )-automata, see § 4.
Let us fix an (S , N fin )-automaton
and define how H processes words with free names in N fin . Hereafter, we denote the image of a map σ by Im(σ) and the empty map by / 0.
A configuration of H is a tuple q, w, σ consisting of a state q, a word w whose free names are in N fin ∪ Im(σ), and a map σ : q → N . We call a configuration q, w, σ initial if q = q 0 , w is a word whose free names are in N fin , and σ = / 0; we call q, w, σ accepting if q ∈ F, w = ε, and σ = / 0.
Definition 2. Given q, q ∈ Q and two configurations t = q, w, σ and t
H as in (10) moves from t to t (written t
and σ = σ α ∈ S, w = α w , and σ = σ α = ε, w = w , and σ = σ α = , w = w , and
where σ[ q → n] extends σ by allocating the maximum index in q to n. A direct consequence of Definitions 2 and 3 is the following proposition.
Proposition 1. If H accepts w and w is α-equivalent to w then H accepts w .
Remark 1. The automata in Definition 1 can be envisaged either as an instantiation of basic history-dependent automata [19] or as a variant of finite-memory automata [16] . In fact, the constraint on local names imposed in Definition 1 allows us to treat names as "global" (as done in finite-memory automata). More precisely, the semantics of each index is uniformly fixed through our automata, once it has been allocated. A main difference wrt basic history-dependent and finite-memory automata though, is the "stack discipline" imposed by -and -transitions.
A Kleene Theorem
This section gives the details of the equivalence, in the setting with binders, of finite automata and regular expressions. The main results can be summarised as follows. 
From (S , N fin )-Automata to Regular Expressions. The first step to prove Theorem 1 is to construct a deterministic (S , N fin )-automaton for each (S , N fin )-automaton. Given an (S , N fin )-automaton H , we first remove all ε-transitions. Note that ε-transitions are not allowed to connect states on different layers. For the ε-free non-deterministic (S , N fin )-automaton, we take the powerset construction for each layer, and make all layers deterministic except -and -transitions. Finally, we define -transitions andtransitions in a deterministic way: For each subset Q ⊆ Q i , we let
This construction allows us to claim Theorem 1. There are two main reasons for applying the powerset construction layer-wise rather than to the whole automaton. A technical reason is that the definition of the function on sets of states taken from different layers could not be given in a consistent way. Secondly, since only -and -transitions can move between layers, each layer must have a "sink" state (i.e. the empty set of states) to allow for transitions that reject words.
The following proposition yields one direction of Theorem 2.
Proposition 2. For any deterministic (S , N fin )-automaton H there is a nominal regular expression ne H such that L(ne H ) is the language recognised by H . Proof (Sketch)
. Take H as in (10) to be deterministic; Q can be decomposed into 
where, in the first clause, E = {ε} if i = j and E = / 0 if i = j and, for layer s < h, letting Γ
where, in the first clause, E = {ε} if i = j and E = / 0 if i = j.
Hence, From Nominal Regular Expressions to (S , N fin )-Automata. We now turn our attention to the construction of (S , N fin )-automata from nominal regular expressions.
Proposition 3. Given a nominal regular expression ne, there is an (S , FN(ne))-automaton H which recognises L(ne).
We prove the above proposition by induction on the structure of ne. Let H ne denote the (S , FN(ne))-automaton defined by the following construction. We start with the constructions for the base cases.
- -ne = n: let H n be {q 0 , q 1 }, q 0 , {q 1 }, tr where, for j ∈ {0, 1} q j = 0 and
Note that, as FN(n) = {n}, each state may have a transition with the label n.
where, for j ∈ {0, 1}, q j = 0 and 
Intuitively, we just add ε-transitions to q 0,2 from the final states of H ne 1 .
Iteration ne * : Given a nominal regular expression ne and an (S , FN(ne))-automaton
H ne = Q, q 0 , F, tr which recognises L(ne), the iteration H ne * is defined by a tuple
Notice that, since the possible inputs on q in H ne * and H ne are the same, here we do not need to consider the "otherwise" case.
Name-abstraction n.ne : Given a nominal regular expression ne and an (S , FN(ne))-automaton H ne = Q, q 0 , F, tr which recognises L(ne), the name-abstraction H n.ne is defined by a tuple Q , q 0 , F , tr :
-q s and q t are new states with q s = 0 and q t = 0; -Q def = Q {q s , q t } where we increase q by 1 for each state q ∈ Q (hence q s and q t are the only states on the 0th layer);
Note that on an (S , FN( n.ne ))-automaton, n cannot be an input on any state. Intuitively, to bind the free name n, we first increase all numbers in all states in H ne (accordingly for the labels on transitions) by 1, and then we allocate the new number 1 in each state in H ne for the new local name obtained by binding n and rename all labels n on each transition in H ne (if they exist) with the number 1.
Lemma 5. H n.ne is an (S , FN( n.ne ))-automaton recognising L( n.ne ).
Lemmas 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 complete the proof of Proposition 3. 
Closure Properties
Here we shall discuss the closure properties of nominal languages summarised in The notion of resource-sensitive complementation is given in Definition 4 below. Closure under unions is immediate and the construction is the same as the classical one. Similarly, closure under intersections is shown by taking a product of the respective automata; the only difference wrt the analogous construction in the classical theory is that we must take the product layer-wise (otherwise there is no meaningful way to define the values of ). It remains to discuss complementation. In our nominal languages, brackets and are explicitly expressed as syntax. So, for example, n.w is different from m. n.w , even when m does not freely occur in n.w . This is important for complementing nominal regular languages since every word has a maximum depth of nested binders determined by the regular expression. Define ∂(ne), the depth of a nominal regular expression ne as
hence no word in L(ne) can have more than 2 nested binders; therefore the complement of L(ne) has to include words which have finite but unbounded depth, e.g. n 1 . n 2 . ··· n k .n 1 ···n k ··· for any natural number k > ∂(ne). But, it is impossible to accept all these words on any finite (S , N fin )-automaton. Therefore, nominal regular languages are not closed under the standard complementation.
On the other hand, when contemplating nominal languages, is the notion of the standard complementation suitable? We claim that there are two distinct conditions for rejecting words on (S , N fin )-automata:
1. The word is consumed and the automaton finishes in a non-accepting state. 2. The automaton is in a configuration whose word is of the form n.w and its state is in the highest layer.
The first is the usual non-acceptance condition, while the second one, which we call overflow condition, is necessary for (S , N fin )-automata. Informally, the distinction of the two conditions of rejection above can be rephrased as follows:
Rejection by non-acceptance takes place when the word represents a 'wrong behaviour'; instead, rejection by overflow happens when we do not have enough resources to process the word.
The considerations above lead to the notion of resource-sensitive complementation: The algebraic structure of union, intersection, and resource sensitive complementation is that of a generalised Boolean algebra [25] , that is, of a distributive lattice with bottom and relative complement (but no top). For the proof that nominal regular expressions are closed under resource-sensitive complementation, note first that the overflow condition characterises the configurations where a deterministic automaton (Definition 1) can get stuck. Further, recall that, by Proposition 3, for each nominal regular expression ne, there is an (S , N fin )-automaton H ne which accepts the language L(ne). By Theorem 1 we can assume, without loss of generality, that H ne is deterministic. Since configurations can get stuck only by overflow, for any word in L(ne), H ne has a run to a final state which, by construction, is on the 0-th layer. Hence, if we swap the final states with the non-final states on the 0-th layer, the automaton recognises the resource-sensitive complementation of L(ne). Finally, by Proposition 2, we obtain The automaton in Example 5 can be used as a transactional monitor of the transactions characterised by ne 2 in Example 1. Namely, it accepts words representing computations of 2-level nested transactions that diverge from the expected behaviour, e.g., transactions that starts but do not explicitly commit or abort.
Conclusion
Our long-term aim is to develop a theory of nominal languages with binders. In this paper we looked at the most basic case where the binders do not interact with the monoid operations. But there is a range of other interesting possibilities. For example, one may impose the additional equation n.w • v = n.w • v for n not free in v. This is known as scope extrusion in the π-calculus and would have as a consequence that an automaton recognising n.n * would need to be able to keep track of an unbounded number of local names (for an analysis of the interplay between binders and name locality see e.g. [20, 10] ). A first sketch of some of the arising landscape is drafted in [17] .
Although the use of binders in this paper is rather restricted, it is expressive enough to represent interesting computational phenomena and it guarantees the properties in § 4 and 5. Increasing the expressiveness of our regular expressions by adding permutations is the natural step we are currently investigating. For instance, we are considering languages where the Kleene-star operator interplays with name automorphisms. It will be interesting to explore the connections with tree-walking pebble automata [9] . The idea is that the configuration of the automaton is given by a pair (q, v) where q is a state of the automaton and v a node of the input tree. A run is obtained by letting the automaton to change its state and mode to parent/children nodes of v according to the label of v and the fact that v is the root, a leaf, or an internal node. Our approach is reminiscent of this pushdown mechanism of tree-walking pebble automata, with the difference that the decision of dropping/lifting pebbles is driven by binders in the word.
With an eye on applications to verification it is of interest to pursue further developments in the direction of the work [1] on Kleene algebra with local scope. Another direction for future work starts from the observation that, due to the last two clauses of Definition 2, automata with binders do not process words buts nested words (with dangling brackets) [2] . This suggests extend the work of [2] to the nominal setting.
